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 Chuck Hughes didn‟t study finance at 
Wharton or work as an intern at Goldman 
Sachs.  He enlisted in the Air Force and 
became a jet pilot.  And when he got out of the 
military he flew jumbo jets for a major airline… 
which gave him 15 to 17 days off each month, 
plus countless hours during layovers. 

 As a way to pass the time, Chuck got 
interested in the stock market.  So, after 
reading stacks of books on every form of 
analysis, in 1984 he scraped together $4,600, 
opened his first trading account, and within 
two years earned a total profit of $460,164! 

 Elated by his instant success, and being somewhat competitive by nature, in 1985 Chuck 
entered the United States Trading Championship.  And, trading real money, he finished 10th the first 
year and 3rd the second year with a whopping 260% return! 

 Ready for the “Big Time”, next Chuck began competing in the same International Live Trading 
Championship that brought Larry Williams instant fame… which also trades real money.  And so far 
he‟s taken 1st place a record-breaking 8 times… more times than anybody else in the 33-year history 
of this prestigious competition… plus additional trophies for 2nd and 3rd place. 

Chuck‟s unique approach to creating trades scientifically engineered to find the best profit 
opportunities and reduce risk… making him the winningest trader in Int‟l Trading history… came to be 
known as Hughes Optioneering®.  

 By the time Chuck was grounded due to a rare vertigo-causing disease, Optioneering earned 
him more money trading part-time than he earned full-time as a commercial pilot…  So, thank 
goodness, his wife and six kids never wanted for a thing.  Most folks wouldn‟t be so lucky. 

 Prematurely retired, with loads of extra time on his hands… and knowing firsthand that there‟s 
no such thing as financial security without an alternate source of income you can fall back on… 
Chuck began sharing Hughes Optioneering® with fellow Americans and folks around the world… 

 Advisory services have earned investors double and triple digit returns in 19-out-of-19 years 

 High-priced seminars, to sold-out crowds, reportedly pay for themselves almost immediately. 

 Books and home study courses such as the Guaranteed Real Income Program (G.R.I.P.),   
Fail Safe Financial Program, The Ultimate Investing Course, and the Lifetime Income System, 
Guaranteed Real Optioneering® Winners (GROW), and W.O.W Guaranteed Income have 
become the „trading bible‟ to thousands of risk-adverse option traders seeking high returns. 

 And the Hughes Optioneering® Support Team is always on hand to answer questions and 
provide the kind of support that gives traders the confidence and motivation to succeed. 


